The vision to shape the world is nurtured by stubborn challenges and set free by unstoppable drive. Our students prove that our commitment to their success is building Houston’s future. Because one out of every seven Houstonians who has a bachelor’s degree, received it at UH.

Graduating Houston’s Leaders. Workers. Pioneers.
They come from around the world and across town to form the nation’s second most ethnically diverse major research university. The University of Houston is ranked among the best colleges in the nation for undergraduates by The Princeton Review. And we’re a Tier One research university—a claim only 2 percent of the nation’s colleges can make. Here, where stellar academics interlock with real-life learning experiences, our students cultivate their dreams while keeping their feet on the Houston pavement. Through internships and outreach programs, UH students donate over a million volunteer hours a year to Houston communities. This is their town. And they know it. More than 63 percent of UH graduates stay in Houston after graduation. We build Houston’s success in every arena – from health care to energy to the arts. 